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X-ray transition energies of antiprotonic atoms formed in targets of Li, 'Li, C, Si, P, Fe, Y, Zr, Cs,
and Yb have been measured. Level shifts and widths due to the strong interaction were determined. A
phenomenological fit to the data using an optical-model potential proportional to the nuclear matter density

and to an effective P-nucleus s-wave scattering length yielded [(0.85 + 0.38)+ i(2.66 + 0.28)] fm for the

effective scattering length. In addition, the mass of the antiproton was determined to be 938.229 + 0.049
MeV from the observed energies of the P x-ray transitions unperturbed by the strong interaction.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS, hadronic atoms. Measured antiprotonic atom x-ray tran-
sition energies; determined strong interaction shifts and widths; deduced effec-

tive scattering length; deduced antiproton mass.

I. INTRODUCTION

%e have observed x rays from antiprotonic atoms
formed by stopping antiprotons in target materials
of 'Li, 'I.i, C, Si, P, Fe, Y, Zr, Cs, and Yb. The
antiprotons cascade through the atomic states until
they are captured by the nucleons in the nucleus.
The terrr ~ sting x-ray transition places the anti-
proton ii i.evel of principal quantum number n,
from which the probability of nuclear absorption
vastly dominates the probability of an electromag-
netic transition. This transition will reflect ob-
servable effects on the energies, yields, and line
widths due to the strong interaction. Antiprotons
in the upper state of the terminating radiative
transition are partially absorbed by the nucleus
producing a reduction in the x-ray yield. The low-
er state may exhibit an experimentally observable
broadening and a level shift due to the strong in-
teraction. The energies of the transitions between
levels with larger values of n are almost unaffected
by the strong interaction and can be used to deter-
mine the antiproton mass.

Section II contains a discussion of the theory
used to calculate the electromagnetic energy lev-
els, the relative electromagnetic transition inten-
sities, and the strong-interaction parameters.

Experimental details are presented in Sec. III,
data reduction techniques in Sec. IV, and results
and conclusions in Sec. V.

II. THEORETICAL CON SIDERATIONS

A. Energy level calculations

The Dirac equation describes a structureless
particle of spin —, and magnetic moment i(~ = eh j
2m', where m is the mass of the particle. The
resulting eigenvalues are'

where p, is the reduced mass of the nucleus-part-
icle system, n is the principal quantum number,

j is the total angular momentum quantum number,
Z is the charge of the nucleus, and n = e2/hc is the
fine-structure constant. Only two quantum num-
bers n and j are necessary to specify the energy
of a state because energy levels of different orbi-
tal quantum numbers l and the same n and j are
degenerate in Dirac theory. This degeneracy is
destroyed by the inclusion of various corrections
to the energy levels.
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In general, corrections must be included for
nuclear finite-size effects, radiative corrections,
interactions between the antiproton and higher
moments of the nucleus, electron screening, and
the anomalous magnetic moment of the antiproton.
We shall summarize the approaches used in cal-
culating these corrections. A more complete the-
oretical discussion appears in the review article
on exotic atoms by Seki and Wiegand. ' Table I is
a list of typical corrected electromagnetic energies
for several antiprotonic states. The estimated
accuracy of these calculated corrections is of the
order of 1 eV.

l. Vacuum polarization

We used the vacuum-polarization potentials de-
rived by Blomqvist. ' Terms of order aZQ. are
large enough to require second-order perturbation
theory. The contributing terms consist of the Q. Zn
potential squared and the cross term of the aZQ.
potential with the finite-size correction potential.

In addition, there is a small contribution to the
vacuum polarization from interference effects of
the strong interaction potential in the terminating
transition.

The calculations can also be carried out using
p. '- p, virtual pairs. Since the muon mass is larg-
er than the electron mass, these processes do not
constitute a significant correction.

2. Anomalous magnetic moment

Although the anomalous moment of the antiproton
is large (compared to the normal moment), and
cannot be accounted for by quantum electrodynam-
ics alone, it can be treated adequately by first-
order perturbation theory just as is the anomalous
moment of the electron. According to Bethe and
Salpeter' and Pilkuhn, ' the perturbing energy is

nE~~(tllJ) = 2ggpp-Z8 2 dt ~

2
"~»(&)+»(&)

0
y'

where g, =1.7928 is the anomalous moment in units

TABLE I. Contributions to the calculated electromagnetic energies. VP is vacuum polariza-
tion. HO is higher order. AMM is., anomalous magnetic moment. NP ls nuclear polarization.
FS is finite size. NM is nuclear motion. ES is electron screening. Column two lists several
selected states, the lowest order and higher order vacuum polarizations are in columns four and five,
and the anomalous magnetic moment correction, the nuclear polarization, the finite size nucleus,
the nuclear motion, and the electron screening corrections are in columns six through ten.
All energies are in eV.

Dirac
energy VP

Element State (E„&—pe ) O.Zn HO AMM NP FS NM ES Total

6L i

Li

Ilkt C

P3/2
3d5/2

2P3/2
3d5/2

3d5/2

4f7/2

4f~/2
5rs/~

-48 149
21 399

-49 155
-21 846

-92 202
-51863

-295486
-189 100

-168
-36
174
-37

-300
-101

-1172
-539 -3

]4
3

0 3
0 0

0 4
0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

—48 308
-21434

-49 319
-21 882

0 -92490
0 -51 962

0 -296 568
0 -189611

Qatp

M,tre

4fv/2
5a's/2

-340 312 -1413 -9
-217 785 -657 -4
-633 793 -2 938 —15
-460 916 -1 598 -7

131 -1 1
42 0 0

381 -4 1
150 -1 0

0 -341 605
0 -218405

-4 0 -666 372
2 -1 -462 375

7~13/2

-1044 266
-767 101

-4 732
-2 846

767 -8 2

350 -2 0
-1 048 257

-4 -2 -769 610

llktC s

174gb

7t&3/2

7ti3/2
SAs/2

Si5/2
9k) g/2

-1098 845
-807 188

-1531 935
1 172 661

-1903 63S
-1503 787

-5 054
-3 046

-7 086
-4 579

-8 665
-5 890

849 -9 2
388 -2 0

-7 -1 -1103 076
-4 -2 -809 859

1393 17 2 9 4 1537 640
16 707 -5 0 -6 -6 -1 176 534

77 1 861 -22 1 11 13 —1 910410
63 1 024 -8 0 -7 -19 -1508 624
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of the antiproton magneton, and 6 and E are the
wave functions of a Dirac particle in a point
Coulomb field. The resulting fine-structure (FS)
splitting (including the normal spin moment split-
ting) is close to the nonrelativistic limit of

(Zn)' p,c'
nE~(nl) =(1+2g,) 2~ f( 1). (3)

For the n =7 to n =. 6 transition in Y, the nonrela-
tivistic formula gives a fine-structure splitting
of 1.184 keg, while the relativistic formula gives
1.180 key.

3. Nuclear polarization

~2~Z@4~2
&E.,(«j) = — &«j I

1/r' In'&
GD

where E'oD =770(A'Z/M)(K'/A'~') is the energy of
the giant dipole resonance and I is the nucleon
mass.

(4)

4. Finite size

The finite-size correction accounts for the fact
that the nuclear charge potential is not point
Coulomb. The nuclear charge potential is deter-
mined from the charge distribution

p r'
(5

We followed the treatment of Cole' in calculating
the nuclear polarization correction. It is calculat-
ed in second-order perturbation theory with the
giant dipole (GD) nuclear excitations dominating.
The antiproton is absorbed from a high enough
atomic level so that this correction never becomes
large enough to require a detailed calculation. The
energy shift is given by

6. Electron screening

The density of the electronic wave functions in-
side the orbit of the antiproton decreases the net
positive charge and affects the binding of the anti-
proton. The size of the electron screening cor-
rection is uncertain due to the uncertainty in the
number of electrons present at any time (because
of Auger transitions) and the unknown nature of
the effect of the antiproton on the electron orbits.
Vogel' has shown that a sufficient accuracy (3/0)
can be attained by using the electron configuration
of the (Z —1) atom, and derives an empirical form
ula for the screening potential. This potential is
valid only for Z & 30. However, the extrapolation
of the energy corrections to low-Z atoms agreed
with an independent method of calculation, ' and'

were sufficiently accurate for the relevant anti-
protonic atomic states.

7. Hyperfine structure

For the antiprotonic transitions of interest for
these measurements, only the electric quadrupole
interaction (E2) was large enough to produce sig-
nificant hyperfine structure (hfs), and only in "~Yb.
Chen et al.' developed a formula using nonrelativ-
istic wave functions and perturbation theory in
terms of the excitation energy z of the first nuclear
excited state and the transition and static intrinsic
quadrupole moments qo2 and q». In the case of the
"4&b one has E =76.48 keg and go 7.83 b
fine-structure averaged corrections to the state
energies are nE(n=8, l=7) =-833 eV, nE(11, 10)
= -18 eV. The quadrupole hyperfine structure of
'Zr did not alter the n= 7 to n = 6 transition signif-
icantly.

The energy correction is then

nE~(nfj) = (nfj ~eQ(r) —Ze'/r~nfj).

5. Nuclear motion

The main effect of nuclear motion (NM) is taken
into account by the use of the reduced mass in the
Dirac equation. This prescription is exact only
for the nonrelativistic case. There is a correction
due to the change in kinetic energy and one due to
the retardation of the electromagnetic potential.
Blomqvist' gives an approximate formula for this
correction, valid only for states in which the rel-
ativistic and finite-nuclear-size effects are small:

~'(Zo)'
ENM(n) gg 4

This formula is sufficiently accurate for all anti-
protonic atomic states of interest. '

B. Cascade

The antiproton is captured by a target nucleus
into very high-n atomic states in the midst of the
electron cloud. The initial capture distribution as
a function on n and / is uncertain. The antiproton
cascades by two competing processes: Auger and

radiative transitions. If electrons are available to
absorb the energy, Auger transitions dominate.
Radiative transitions are important only for states
well inside the electron cloud (n«42).

Figure 1 gives a. representative cascade in the
region of radiative transition dominance. Only
electric dipole transitions are significant. Also,
the (n, l)-(n', l+1) transitions are much smaller
in intensity than the (n, f)- (n', l —1) transitions.
The radiative transitions tend to enhance the pop-
ulations of circular levels (f = n —1) at the expense
of the noncircular. This is due to the fact that
radiative transitions are enhanced relative to
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E It=5 8
(Hev)

l2 -26 I

II -3 II

lo -378

9 -~8+

8 -587

6 -IO++

IO

27

detector efficiency.
Each transition of Fig. 1 is actually a triplet

due to the fine-structure splitting, as shown in
the insert. The relative intensities of the com-
ponents depend on the statistical populations of the
levels (except for a small effect due to the strong
interaction absorption). For an I -I —1 transition,
a: b:c = (2l —1)(l+ 1):1:(2f+ 1)(l —1). Note that the
transitions are effectively only doublets for large
l.

C. Strong interaction in antiprotonic atoms

We describe the strong interaction of the anti-
proton with the nucleus by a complex potential V~.
The assumption made in formulating V~ is that it
is proportional to the density distribution of pro-
tons and neutrons in the nucleus, because the s-
wave interaction dominates. If V„(r) is assumed
to be of the form C,p„(r)+C,p~(r), where p„and p~
are the neutron and proton density distributions,
normalized to N and Z, respectively, and C, and

C, are constants, the average s-wave scattering
length a per nucleon is

I8

FIG. 1. The calculated cascade for Y. The large
arrows represent nuclear absorption from all n levels
for each l. The transition and absorption intensities re-
present percentages of all captured antiprotons. Each
transition is actually a triplet and the fine structure is
shown in the insert.

Auger for ~n & 1.
The width due to nuclear absorption from the

state in which the terminating radiative transition
originates (n =7, 1= 6 in Fig. 1) can be determined
using the x-ray intensities. The relative yield 7
is defined as the number of radiative transitions
compared to the total number of transitions

Wx

W,
'+ W„+ W,

where W~ is the radiative transition rate, W„ is the
Auger transition rate, and W, is the nuclear ab-
sorption rate. For the observable transition with
the lowest quantum number n the Auger rate is
negligible. The nuclear absorption width of the
upper level is then

F„„=KWx(1/Y —1) .
The radiative rate is calculated using the cor-

rection for the motion of the nucleus about the cen-
ter of mass of the antiproton-nucleus system. "
The yield is determined from the data by dividing
the intensity of the last observable transition by
the sum of the intensities of all the transitions
feeding the upper level, and correcting for the

a= , C,-p„(r)r'dr2p,

(10)

The average s-wave scattering length can also be
expressed in terms of single-nucleon scattering
lengths as ap(r)=a, p„(r)+ ', (a, +a-, )p~(r), where
p(r) is the average matter-density distribution,
normalized to A, and a, and a, are the single-
particle scattering lengths for isospin channels 0
and 1, respectively.

From these relationships it can be shown that'

V„(r) = (4v5'/2 p)[a-,p„(r) + —,'(a, ,+ a, )p~(r)]

x (1+m/M) (11)

or

V~(r) = -(4mh /2p2)ap(r)(1+m/M), (12)

where m is the p mass, M the nucleon mass, and
where the last factor has been included in order to
convert the free-nucleon scattering length to the
bound-nucleon scattering length.

III. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The experiment was performed at the alternating
gradient synchrotron at Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory using antiprotons in the low-energy separ-
ated beam of momentum 750 MeV/c.

The counter telescope is shown in Fig. 2. A

coincidence of counters 1, 2, 3, and 4 indicated
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FIG. 2. The beam telescope system of scintillation and

4 = )3 x )3 x 0.3 cm~

5 ~ 30x30x1.3 cm&

)Ox )0 x f.3 cm&
V'

Cerenkov counters to indicate an antiproton stop signature.

TABLE II. The targets and detectors that were used in the work reported here.

Target
Isotopic

compos ition

Target
thickness
(g/cm )

Antiproton
stops
{x106)

Detector
(cm3)

Resolution
(eV)

Li

3Li

aatC
8

natSi
18

3ip15

26

38
88@

~tZr
40

(ZrC)

i33C
55

{CsF)
1Nyb

(Vb2O3)

6 (95%)
7 (5%)

6 {7.3%)
7 (92.7%)

12 (98.89%)
13 {1.11%)

28 {92.21%)
29 (4.70%)
30 (3.09%)

31 (100%)

54 (5.82%)
56 (91.66%)
57 (2.19%)
58 (0.33%)

89 (100%)

90 (51.46%)
gl (11.23%)
92 {17.11%)
94 (17.40%)
96 (2.80%)

133 {100%)

170 {0.04%)
171 {0.32%)
172 (O.g 1%)
173 (1.64%)
174 (96.58%)
176 (0.51%)

4.1

5.8

7.6

16~ 3

9.8

9.1

12 ~ 6

11.2

168

82

53

29

18

15

15
50

50

50

15
50

50

441 at 26.9 keV

450 at 27.5 keV

466 at 40.5 keV

965 at 107 keV

1030 at 123 keV
947 at 123 keV

1020 at 204 keV

1080 at 279 keV

1180 at 294 keV
1100 at 294 keV

1160 at 362 keV

1250 at 403 keV
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that a beam particle had entered the target. If
the particle did not stop, it produced a signal in
counter 5 which vetoed the event. The Lucite
Cerenkov counter, which had an index of refraction
of 1.4, vetoed pions. The 750 MeV/c pions pro-
duced light at 43, while antiprotons produced no
light. Antiprotons were distinguished from pions
in the beam by a dE/dx requirement in counter 3
and time-of-flight information. Counter 4 was
made as thin as possible without losing efficiency,
because an antiproton stopping within counter 4
would register as a stop signature. It was used to
define the time of the antiproton stop. Since pions
from an antiproton annihilation in the target could
trigger counter 5 and veto a good event, counter
5 was placed downstream from the target in order
to minimize the solid angle for detection of pion
emission, while still intercepting most of the
beam. Counter T along with counter 4 provided
time-of-flight information for the stop signature.
Counter T was located just downstream of the
mass slit, providing a 5 m path length. The timing
resolution was 1.6 nsec, while the difference be-

tween pion and antiproton times of flgiht was 9 nsec.
Photons producing a signal in the lithium-drifted

germanium [Ge(Li)] detector within 50 nsec of the
stop signal were labeled prompt and stored in the
"data" (or x ra-y) spectrum. Those photon events
whose time signatures occurred with delays up to
60 p, sec after the stop were stored in the "calibra-
tion" spectrum.

Three Ge(Li) detectors were used in the collec-
tion of data: a 1 cm' planar, a 15 cm' semiplanar,
and a 50 cm' coaxial. The small planar was used
to detect x rays with energies below about 60 keV.
The two larger detectors were sometimes used
simultaneously for the higher-energy transitions.
The detectors used and the resolution obtained for
each target studied are listed in columns 5 and 6
of Table II. In columns 1-3 of Table Q are listed
the targets, their isotopic composition, and their
thickness in the beam direction. Also listed in
column 1 are the chemical forms of the compounds
used. A listing of the sources used with energies
and relative intensities of the lines along with the
associated targets is given in Table ID.

TABLE III. The sources that were used to calibrate and their energies. The relative intensities are given in paren-
theses.

Source

'4'Am 11.89o(o.ovo)
13.V6O(O. 121)
13.9441 (0.97)
15.8V6(O. O29)
16.13{0.019)

16.84 (0.25)
17.0607 (0.14)
17.508 (0.063}
17.751(1.000)
1V.992(O, »3)

20.12 (0.011)
20.782 (0.260)

{O.047)
21.11

21.4ss(o. ovv)

Energy (keV) Qntensity)

22.20(0.020)
26.345 (0.193)
59.537(2.9V)

Targets

ea

5zeo

13ZC s

i33B

"Se

182Ta

203Hg

22Na

6.400

31.817(54.3)
32.194{100)

53.155(3.54)
79.621{3.9)
80.997 (52.6)

66.05 (1.69)
96.733(5.4)

65.V21V(S.O)

67.7495 (118)
84.6805 (7.6)

100.1064 (40.2)

279.191

511.0034

36.303(10.1)
36.378{19.5)

16O.6O(1.15)
223.11(0.75)
276.397 (11.7)

121.115(28~ 0)
136.000 (95.6)

»3.66VO(5. 5)
116.4149(1.27)
152.4281 (20.5)
156.381V(V.S)

14.408

3v.2vo(v. o)
661.638

302.851(29.9)
356.OO5(1OO)

383.851(14.2)

198.596 (2.40)
2 64.651(100)

179.3905{9.0)
198.3477 (4.4)
222. 101(21.6)
229.316(10.4)

2V9.528(42.2)
3O3.916(2.2)

264.07 1(10.4)

C, SLi, Li"

C, Li, LiYb

Zr, Cs, Yb"

Zr, Cs'

Si, P, Fe, Y

Si, Yb

Yb

~R. I . Watson and T. K. Li, Nucl. Phys. Alvs, 201 (1971); J. L. Campbell and L. A. McNelles, Nucl. Instrum. Meth-
ods 117, 519 (1974}.

J. Rapaport, Nucl. Data 83, 4 {1970).
~R. L. Bunting, Nucl. Data Sheets 15, 335 (1975).
E. A. Henry, Nucl. Data Sheets 11, 495 (1974).

'Reference 41.
M. R. Schmorak, Nuci. . Data Sheets 14, 559 (1975).
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ENERGY (k e V)

7 l6 25 54
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

5-4
+

7r( 5-2)

43 52 6l
I I I I I I I I I I I I

4-3

70

~4'Am 59
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0
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256 5I 2 768

V « I- - - ~1. I Icl Q „! .!I I,
ir~~rp % 'fp'rg rrrr[yy a~j p q

I 280 l556 I792 2048

CHANNEL

FIG. 3. An x-ray spectrum of pC.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Form of the data

The spectra consisted of 2048 channels of cali-
bration collected simultaneously with 2048 channels
of data. Sample data spectra are presented in
Figs. 3 through 5.

The data spectra included not only antiprotonic
x-ray transitions but also other peaks associated
with an antiproton stop. These peaks result from
low-energy y rays produced by nuclei de-exciting

following p absorption, as well as from pionic and
electronic x rays. The nuclear y rays and the
electronic x rays in the data spectra were used in
consistency checks of the calibration method.

B. Peak shapes

The antiprotonic x-ray peaks all had some natural
broadening, but only the broadening of the termin-
ating radiative transition was large enough to be
included in the fits. Naturally broadened trans-

35
400

ENERGY (keV)

65 93 I25 l55 I 85
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I6-5

8-6

2I3 244
I I I I I I

O

240—

l60—

Pb Kg
Pb Kp

9-6

m(S-2}

8-5
6-4

I~ la.JLJ

0 256 5I2 768
0 & I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

I 024 I 280 I 5 56 I 792

CHANNEL

2048

FIG. 4. An x-ray spectrum of pP.
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ENERGY (keV)

43 82 l2I l60 199 258
I I I I I I I I I & I ) I I I t I I I ) I I I I I I

9-8
8-Y

&20—

278 5I7
I I f I

IO-9

PbK lF'(5-4)
I I -9

I 2- IO I

IO-8

I80-
JI'

P~l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

0 256 5I2 T68 I024 I280 I5M

CHANNEL

FIG. 5. An x-ray spectrum of Pl'.

I l I I

I792 2048

itions obey a Lorentzian distribution in energy:

where H~ is the height, y, is the centroid, and 1
is the fuQ width at half-maximum amplitude
(ZWHM).

In order to determine the peak shape given a
natural broadening comparable to the detector
resolution, a Gaussian function E~ representing
the detector response was folded into the Lorent-
zian distribution. The result is known as a Voigtian
distribution:

&,(()= f &,((-*)&,(*)~

=H H (-'1')' P, dx, (14)(y-y. -x}'+(kl')'

where 0 is the standard deviation of the Gaussian
and Ho = 1/(~2II o) in order to normalize the area
of the Gaussian distribution to unity. This function
was integrated numerically. The variables associ-
ated with the Gaussian function were determined
from the calibration peaks and were held fixed in
the Voigtian fits. We represented the background
by a polynomial. Only the height, centroid, and
width of the Lorentrian distribution and the back-
round parameters were varied to determine the
best fit.

The peak shapes for most spectra contained lcnv

energy tails and, for a few spectra, high energy
tails. This tailing was taken into account by mod-
ifying the Gaussian distribution, necessitating ex-
tra parameters. In the analysis several shapes
were used: (1) Matching an' exponential tail to a
Gaussian distribution (one additional parameter), "

Hoexp[-(x x,)'/2(r']—, x ~ x, —p,'

~ ~ ~ ~

Hgexp[pi (2x —2xo+pi )/2(T ], x~xo-pi ~

(2) adding an exponential function which goes to zero at the origin (two additional parameters), '4

0, x~go
Ii o =Hoexp[-(x —x,}'/2o']+ 1

H(: a 1
[( )/~] 2 exp[pl, (x -xo)/~2& ]

(3}adding another Gaussian with a different width
and centroid (three additional parameters), "

Eo(x) =H~exp[-(x —x,)'/2o']

+ H~P, exp[-(x —x, —p,)'/2p, '(y &] . (17)

l

Shape (2}was used in most cases and could repro-
duce the peak shapes very well (see Fig. 6).
high-energy tailing was important, shape (3}gave
the best fits.

An additional modification was required for high-
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FIG. 6. The modified Gaussian distribution peak fits
for the 'I Ta (a) 100 keV and (b) 264 keV source lines
with Y calibration spectrum.

count peaks superimposed on a low background.
The background used in these cases was a combin-
ation of a linear and a step function":

8(x) =4+ Cx+ H~h erf[-(x —x,)/c, ], (18)

where erf(x) represents the error function. The
variables to be determined were h and o,.

C. Method of analysis

The data for each target consisted of several
independent (approximately 8 h) runs The cal.-
ibration of the summed runs was fitted with dif-
ferent peak shapes in order to determine the op-
timum shape. Very rarely, and only for trans-
ition peaks containing low statistics, were unmod-
ified Gaussian distributions adequate. In most
cases the dependence of additional parameters on
energy had to be determined. This was done by
fitting the calibration peaks, allowing all para-
meters to vary, and graphing the additional para-
meters as a function of energy.

The dependence of the peak width b,p~„on the
energy E is given by r&r~»~ A'+B~E, (19)
where A. represents the contribution due to the
preamplifier noise and B is a function of the num-

ber of secondary electrons liberated in the detec-
tor." A and 8 were determined from the calibra-
tion peak widths. The widths of unbroadened x-ray
transition peaks were consistent with this para-
metrization. The width and additional parameters
needed to specify the instrumental peak shape were
held constant during the Voigtian distribution fits.

In fits of antiprotonic x-ray spectra, we assumed
the theoretical fine-structure splitting. The Voigt-
ian distribution fits to the terminating radiative
transition determined the natural broadening, in
addition to the transition energy. The strong in-
teraction energy shift was defined as the measured
energy minus the transition energy calculated
solely from electromagnetic theory.

The x-ray intensity measurement of the last
observable transition was used to determine the
upper level width.

Theoretical estimates of intensities of antipro-
tonic x-ray transitions determined from cascade
calculations which include strong interaction ef-
fects" were compared to the measured intensities.
The strong interaction level widths and the initial
populations of / sublevels for high-n levels were
varied in order to reproduce measured intensities.
A statistical population in the initial n= 42 level
reproduced the measured intensities only for the
lithium and carbon p atomic x rays. Agreement
for the higher-Z target x-ray intensities required
an initial distribution shifted toward the higher l
sublevels.

The cascade analysis not only constituted a basic
check of the detector efficiency and target absorp-
tion but also permitted the best estimate of the
relative intensities of antiprotonic x-ray transi-
tions coincidentally located at the same energy.
For instance, a cascade calculation which repro-
duced the intensities of the measurable 4n = 2 and
4n=3 transitions provided a good estimate of the
intensity of the n=11 to n=a transition, which
was not resolved from the n= 7 to n = 6 transition
in the Fe, Y, and Zr spectra. Also, the intensi-
ties of contributions of the transitions to noncircu-
lar levels were determined from these calculations.

D. Error analysis

The errors assigned to peak areas included a
contribution due to the uncertainty in the separa-
tion of the background and peak. This conserva-
tive estimate of errors was made because Voigtian
peaks decay slowly as distance from the centroid
increases.

In addition to the statistical error, there were
contributions to the errors on the Voigtian distri-
bution due to the uncertainties in the width and
additional parameters of the instrumental peak
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shape and due to the variation of the best-fit para-
meters with the fitting interval. In general, the
statistical error made the largest contribution to
the total error. The contributions to the errors
from the uncertainties in the modified Gaussian
parameters were rarely significant, except in the
case of phosphorous.

There were several background lines which had
to be considered in the analysis. A pionic n= 3
to n = 2 x-ray transition was close in energy to the
antiprotonic n=5 to n=4 x-ray transition for sili-
con and phosphorus. The pionic x-ray peak had to
be included in the fitting, but did not significantly
affect the errors on the p x-ray peaks. The anal-
ysis of the pFe n=6 to n=5 x-ray transition was
complicated by the presence of the p n=8 to n=6
transition. In the fit we varied the amplitude of the
n=8 to n=6 and all n=6 to n=5 parameters.
reasonable separation of these transitions could
be made because the n=8 to n=6 peak was narrow,
while that of the n = 6 to n = 5 transition was broad-
ened.

The fits to the p-yttrium and p-zirconium data
took into account the pionic n= 4 to n = 3 x-ray
transition. The amount of contamination was de-
termined from the pionic n = 5 to n = 4 x-ray trans-
itionwhose energy is near that of theP I= eton= 8
transition. Pionic x-ray measurements on yttrium
and zirconium were either nonexistent or not suf-
ficiently accurate. Calculations using the available
semiphenomenological optical potential for pionic
atoms were used to give the n =4 to n= 3 pionic
x-ray transition shift, width and yield to a suf-
ficient accuracy. The largest contribution in the
error due to the subtraction of the pionic n=4 to
n= 3 x-ray transition from the p data was due to
the uncertainty in the intensity of the pionic n = 5
to n, =4 transition.

n=3 to n=2 transition of p'Li The p.eak is 1.3
standard deviations above the background. There
are no identifiable electronic x-ray or nu-
clear y-ray patterns in the energy region of
interest. The other peaks in the spectra indicate
PC x rays and PO x rays. The n=6 to n=4 trans-
ition of pC was resolved from the n = 3 to n= 2 p~Li
transition and included in the fit.

n=3 to n=2 transition of p'Li. The peak is 2.6
standard deviations above the background. There
are no identifiable electronic x-ray patterns or
nuclear y rays in the energy region of interest.
pC x rays are present, but with much less intensity
than in the 'Li spectrum. The intensity of the pC
n= 6 to n=4 transition was determined using the
pC n=6 to n=5 and n=5 to n=4 transitions.

n=8 to n=7 transition of pCs. The background
is consistent with no peak. We can give only an
upper limit of 0.25 on the relative yield at the 90%

confidence level.
n =9 to n= 8 transition of P '74Yb T.he peak was

4.1 standard deviations above the background, and

was consistent with a large fine structure and

large Lorentzian width. The pionie n= 5 to n=4
transition was resolved from the p'~~Yb n=9 to
n = 8 transition and was included in the fit. The in-
tensity of the pionie x-ray line was determined in-
dependently. A nuclear y ray from the second ex-
cited state of '"Tb could contaminate. the n= 9 to
n= 8 P Yb transition line. The decay to the first
excited state or ground state results in two y rays
of approximately equal intensity with energies
402.8 +0.3 keV and 441.6 +0.3 keV. '9 The intensi-
ties of the y rays shouM be small compared to the
total number of p x rays because of the small prob-
ability that capture of the p in Yb can result in
'~Tb production. An upper limit of 13/q of the in-
tensity of the p Yb n= 9 to n = 8 transition intensity
was put on the 402.8 keV nuclear y-ray line by
noting the absence of the 441.6 keV line in the data
spectrum. The error on the p Yb n=9 to n=8 x-ray
intensity is over twice this amount. Because there
is no definite evidence that these nuclear y rays
are present in the data spectrum, the 402.8 keV
line was not included in the Voigtian fit.

V. RESULTS

A. Results of the fits to the x-ray peaks

The measured antiprotonic atom x-ray energies
are presented in Table IV along with the calculat-
ed electromagnetic energies. The calculated ener-
gies are the weighted average of those of the fine-
structure components, assuming a statistical pop-
ulation of the multiplet members. The energies
measured for p'Li, p'Li, and p "4Yb x-ray trans-
itions have been corrected for the presence of the
contaminant isotopes listed in Table II. Both the
measured and the calculated energies for the other
elements represent an average over the isotopic
composition. The measured energies have also
been corrected for the presence of transitions to
noncircular levels, based on the cascade calcula-
tion which most nearly reproduced the x-ray inten-
sities. The corm. ection was never greater than
the error on the energy.

Several Voigtian distribution peak fits are pre-
sented in Figs. V and 8. The strong interaction
parameters resulting from these fits are given
in Table V. The shifts are the measured energies
minus the calculated electromagnetic energies of
Table IV.

The wave function of the p in the n = 6 state of the

p Zr atom should have a larger overlap with the
nucleus than that of the pY n=6 level and thus the
strong interaction width and shift of the p Zr level
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Element
and

transition

Measured
energy
(keV}

Electromagnetic
energy
(kev)

TABLE IV. Measured and calculated p x-ray transi-
tion energies for the important transitions. The measure-
ments marked with an asterisk were not used in the deter-
mination of the mass of the antiproton. The calculated
energies are the weighted averages of those of the fine
structure components.
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TABLE V. Strong interaction measurements from the p x-ray transitions.

Element Level
Shift
{eV)

Width
{eV)

Relative
yield

Si
p

Zr

Cs

2p
3d
2P
3d
3d
4f
4f
4f
5g
5g
6h
6h
7i
6h
7i
7i
Sj
Sj
9A

-70+ 170

-268 + 81

-4+ 10

-38+ 39
-65 + 23

-10+ 310

-150+ 160

-450 + 100

260+ 460

340 ~ 310
0.34(', P,)
180+ 140

0.27{""„')
42+ 18

0.036$ ' f)
110+ 190
446+ 69

1 69{eoo25)

540+ 320
4 0{'.3 9)

800~ 320

700+ 210
4{+i+7)

~ ~ ~

&25
1480 + 660
27(+~1)

0.026 + 0.021

0.031 + 0.012

0.516 + 0.088

0.236 + 0.024

0.32 + 0.13

0.375 + 0.057

0.418 + 0.057

&0.25

0.295+ 0.093

B. Optical-model analysis

In principle it is possible to use neutron and pro-
ton densities directly instead of an average matter
density in an optical potential. However, the lim-
ited precision of the available data dictated the
use af an effective scattering length based on the
assumption that the neutron and proton densities
are essentially identical.

We interpreted the measured shifts and widths
in terms of a phenomenological potential of the
form mentioned in Sec. IIC [Eq. (12)].

In the analysis we assumed that the matter den-
sities could be represented by the chmge densities
which have been determined from muonic atom"
and electron scattering data'' A Fermi distribu-
tion was assumed,

p(r) = p,(1+exp[4 In2 (r —c)/tP', (20)

where c and t are the han-density radius and skin-
thickness parameters, respectively. A better des-
cription of lotw-Z nuclei can sometimes be obtained
using a harmonic oscillator distribution

p(r) = p, [1+a(r/c)'] exp[-(r/c)'], (21)

should be larger. However, the observed width
indicates less overlap. whereas the shift indicates
more overlap. Roberts et al.2 have reported sim-
ilar results for kaonic atoms. They found a small-
er strong-interaction width of the Jf Sn (Z=50)
level than the width of the corresponding K In
(Z=49) level.

where o and c are parameters. Unfortunately, the
muonic atom and electron scattering results are
not sensitive to the nuclear periphery. Because
the p-nucleon absorption takes place on the peri-
phery, the tabulated values of c and t may not pro-
vide the best density estimate for this region. Al-
so, we note that the upper level widths are more
dependent on the density distribution which is sel-
ected than the lower level shifts and widths be-
cause nuclear absorption takes place farther from
the half-density radius for the upper atomic levels.

It is interesting to note that at the present level
of experimental precision, it is not critical wheth-
er one uses a complex Dirac equation or a complex
Klein-Gordon equation in order to calculate the
antiprotonic atom energy eigenvalue s. When we
compared the Dirac solutions (averaged over the
fine-structure components) to those of the Klein-
Gordon equation, the differences were typically
4% for the stong interaction shift and I%%uo for the
width. Since the smallest errors on the shifts
and widths were 22% and 15%, respectively, we
decided to carry out the general analysis with the
Klein-Gordon equation.

The additional vacuum polarization energy cor-
rects.ons to the Dirac energies" due to the strong
interaction were calculated to be 0 eV for the
n= 3 level of p C, -j. eV for the n =4 level of p Si,
-2 eV for the n =4 level of )5'P, -4 eV for the n = 5
level of p Fe, -6 eV for the n = 6 level of p Y, -8
eV for the n = 8 of P'Zr, and -14 eV for the n = 8
level of p Yb. These corrections were small com-
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0

Fte(a)(fm)
FIG. 9. The several independent determinations of the effective scattering lee@th a from the lower-level shifts and

widths.

pared to the experimental errors and frere con-
sidered part Of the total strong interaction.

The sneasurements of the p x-ray transitions
in Lk, ~Li, an4 '~Yb mere not used in the
determination of the effective scattering length.
These measurments, with their large errors, have

little effect on the final determination of the effec-
tive scattering length.

The relationship between the effective scattering
length and measured numbers was determined using
a computer program by Koch aad Sternheim. ~ A
X2 function defined by

Re (g}(fm)

FIG. 10. The restrictions placed on the effective scattering length cr from the upper-level widths.
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TABLE VI. Measured and calculated strong interaction shifts and widths for the n values shown. The measurements marked
with an asterisk were used to determine the optical potential effective scattering length a. The calculated values were
obtained using the best-fit value of g. Results from previous work are also included.

Nucleus n {level)
Measured (eV)

r„ m+1

Calculated (eV)E„r„ rn+i

Nuclear
distribution
parameters

6Li

?Li

-70+ 170

268~ 81

340+ 310

180 + 140

0 34(s'io45)

0 27(+0.18)

-228
-321

222

-265
-361
-227

408 0.164
678 0 231
308 0 ~ 023

444 0.205
731 0.270
313 0.024

HO 1.72, 0.330
2pF 1.87, 2.3
2pF 1.70, 1.0

HO 1.72, 0.327
2pF 1.75, 2.3
2pF 1.60, 1.0

~~sii4 -38+ 39

42 k 18 0 036(+0'0i5)

11O + 19O*

11
-12

54 0.034
37 0.018

177 0.441
193 0.495

2pF 2.04, 2.3~
HO 1.69, 1.067 b

2pF 3.14, 2.3"
2pF 3.14, 2.36

3ipi5 65+ 23' 446~ 69' 1.69("')* -83
-89

353 1.12
409 1.3S

2pF 3.30, 2.3
2pF 3.21, 2.46'

39+

—10+ 310 540 + 320* 4.0('i. 7)

800 + 320* 6.8('i.'4)

-122
-104

-137
-147

554 3.7
500 3.2

661 7.1
734 8.1

2pF 4.12, 2.3 d

2pF 3.97,

2pF 4.87, 2.3
2pF 4.86, 2.38

fLat Zr40

i33CS
55

i 74yb
70

-450+ 100 700+ 210* 6 4{' ' )*

&25

&so+ «o i4so+ sso»("))

-194 880 10.2

-239 1061 18.1

2pF 4.91, 2.3 ~

2pF 5.67, 2.3

105
-300

536 9.9 2pF 6.23, 2.18 f

1216 28.6 2pF 7.00, 2.3

42He

N7

191+ 170I

-39+ 51" 173 + 34"

-36
-49
-42
-36
—48

111 0.0048
132 0.0067

170 0.167
116 0.095
122

2pF 1.00, 2.3
2pF 1.70, 2.3

2pF 2.14, 2.3 d

2pF 2.43, 1 ~ 87
HO 1.76, 1.291 ~

mess cal c + meas ca1c
hE (22)

was calculated, where I', a 41" is the observed
width, E, +DE the observed transition energy,
and "calc" refers to the corresponding values
calculated assuming various values of a.

Figure 9 is a graph of the complex a plane for
the shifts and widths of the lower states. The po-
sition of the g' + 1 contours about the centralpoints
are used to represent one standard deviation. The
upper-level width for each target can be used to
obtain a line running across the complex a plane.
Figure 10 contains this information. The data for
phosphorus and zirconium are least in agreement
with all other targets for both upper and lower
levels. This disagreement indicates a systematic
error, such as inaccurate matter distributions,
real differences in nuclear structure beyond that
accounted for by differing matter distributions,

or an inadequate optical mode1. potential.
Columns 3, 4, and 5 of 'Table VI contain a summary

of measured antiprotonic atom shifts and widths.
Column 9 contains the values of c and t used to calcu-
late the shifts and widths shown in columns 6, 7, and 8.
The measurements marked with an asterisk were
used to determine the best-fit value of a:

a = [(0.85 +0.38)+ i(2.66 +0.28) j fm. (23)

m=[2.9(+' )+i1.5(+")]fm (24)

was obtained using the values c, t = 2.43, 1.87 fm
for ' N and 2.60, 2.20 fm for "O. Using the more
recently tabulated values "from muonic-atom

A value of a was also determined using only the
measurements reported here as well as these mea-
surements excluding the shift in p Er. The results
are reported in Table VII. It should be noted that
a previously quoted value ' for a, namely,
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Nuc leus n (1.evel)

TABI, E VI. (Continued)

Measured (eV)
I'„

Calculated {eV)

n r„ I'„,
1

Nuclear
distr ibution
parameters

16O
8 -60+ 73" 648 + 150" —147

—151
—147

481
461
324

0.744
0.703

2pE 2.44, 2.3 ~

2pE 2.60, 2.20

HO 1 ~ 805, 1.544'
16O

8

18p
8

16S

—120+ 40)

—180+ 50)

—80+ 40
41+ 44'

310 + 180
760+ 110'

0.67 + 0.15'

0.90 + 0.181

] g4(+0.2 j) k

3 04 (+0+ 70) k

2 85(+0.63) j

—147

—178

—152

481 0.744

542 0 ~ 908

353 1.12

595 2.26

2pE 2 44

2pI 2.54, 2.3

2pE 3.30) 2.3"

2pE 3.35, 2.3

17 Cl

50Sn

pp(+2 22) k

8 (+7+0) k

p7(+1o8) k

9 93(„")k

24 7g+56)k

-43
—115

272 3.25

596 8.67

—565 2207 46.4

-137 1074 5.18

-908 2607 18.2

2pE 3.53, 2,3"

2pE 3.66, 2.3

2pE 5.46, 2.3

2pE 5.60, 2.3

2pE 5.80, 2.3 d

a = (0 85+ i2 ~ 66) fm.
Harmonic oscillator distribution specified by (c, n} from Ref. 22.
Two-parameter Fermi distribution with c chosen to agree with the HO distribution (Ref. 22) at the half density point.
(c, t) from muonic atoms (Ref. 21) used in the a determination if the targetdatais marked with an asterisk.
(c, t) from electron scattering (Ref. 22).
This (c, t), together with P = 0.323, describe the deformed nucleus with a three parameter Fermi distribution (Ref.

21).
~M. Eckhause et al. , Phys. Rev. C 11, 1056 (1975).
"Reference 25.

Used in the previous a determination (Ref. 25).
1L. Tauscher, in High Energy Physics and Nuclear Structure, edited by D. E. Nagle et al. , (AIP, New York, 1975).

H. Koch, in Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on High Energy Physics and nuclear Structure, edited
by G. Tiball (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1975).

studies, of c, f =2.14, 2.3 fm ('4N) and 2.44, 2.3 fm
("0), we obtain the value a=1.2+ f2.5 fm, in better
agreement with the present result given in Eg.
(23).

The sensitivity of the calculated values for the
shift and width on either c or t separately is nearly
linear. Table VQI gives the variations for the
n, =4 p P level. A 1(Pjg variation of c or t causes
the shift and width to change by about one standard

deviation from the measured values. Because the
experimental error on the value of c is 1% for P,
the matter distribution parameters are known

very well and the greatest uncertainty is the ex-
trapolation of the distribution to the nuclear peri-
phery.

The half-density radii determined from muonic-
atom studies for Li and J i have large errors. '
The values of c used were those which matched

TABLE VII. Comparison of the determinations of the phenomenological effective scattering
length.

Data used for the fit

All measurements marked
with an asterisk in Table VI

Present measurements

Present measurements
excluding the shift in
zirconium

Hest fit value of a (fm)

(0.85+ 0.38) i(2.66+ 0.28)

(0.63 + 0.42) + i(2.73 + 0.32)

(0.89 + 0.42) + i(2.49 + 0.34)

y /degrees of freedom

25.1 / 14

23.1/10

16.7 / 9
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TABLE VIII. Variations of the calculated shifts and

widths with the nuclear shape parameters c and t for
phosphorus. The phenomenologically determined effect-
ive scattering length was used in the calculations. (g
= (0.85+i2.66) fm. c, t=3.304+ 0.029, 2.3 fm (Ref. 21).
Phosphorus measurements E„, I"=-65+ 23, 446+ 69
(ev).

t=2.3 fm
e (fm) E„r (eV)

c =3.304 fm
t (fm) E„ I- (ev)

3.00
3.30
3.60

-62 295
-83 353
110 421

2.02
2.30
2.55

-64 246
-83 353

-105 479

the harmonic oscillator distributions {from elec-
tron scattering ) at the half-density radii. Using
harmonic oscillator distributions, or Fermi dis-
tributions with these values for c, we find that the
only serious disagreement with measurement is
with the width of the n=2 level for P'Li. Smaller
values for c and I, result in improved agreement
for the lower-level shifts and widths at the expense
of poorer agreement for the upper-level width.
A matter distribution which falls off more slowly
than either the harmonic oscillator or the Fermi
dlstl lbutlon ls indicated.

If the values for c and t for Yb are increased,
we can accurately reproduce the experimentally
determined widths. Although a positive shift can-
not be obtained using the strong interaction poten-
tial determined from the other x-ray measure-
ments, the large error in the energy shift for the
n = 8 level of p Yb makes this an insignificant prob-
lem.

Alberg, Henley, and Wilets" have developed
a microscopic strong-interaction potential for
kaonic atoms which was found to be very dependent
on the binding energies of the outer nucleons. It
was found that decreasing the binding energy re-
sulted in an increase in the shift and a decrease
in the width of the kaonic atom levels. This effect
is confirmed in p Zr, but not in/'Y. However, a
comparison of the outer nucleon binding energies
for "Y and the isotopes of Zr did not reveal any
striking differences.

The effective scattering length given by Eq. {23)
does not agree with the free scattering length given
by Bryan and Phillips, 2' namely, -0.88+ i0.81 fm.
This discrepancy indicates that effects due to the
presence of bound nucleons or the below-threshold
nature of the scatteriag are not properly taken in-
to account. In addition, the existence of antiproton-
nucleon resonances near threshold ' couM modify
the effective scattering length.

Due to the uncertainties in the extrapolation of

the nuclear matter distribution to the nuclear tail
and the nature of the antiproton-nucleus interac-
tion, no additional information can be obtained by
including short-range interactions, as suggested
by Deloff and LawP In addition, the relative im-
portance of the kaon-two nucleon annihilations has
been measured to be about 20% for emulsion nuc-
lei,"an amount which indicates that it is a fairly
important process. However, the presence of the
K"-proton resonance below threshold plays an im-
portant role in the theoretical explanation of this
effect,"while the corresponding resonance of the
antiproton-nucleon system near threshold~'" is
expected to have a much smaller effect. There-
fore, the proportion of p-two nucleon annihilations
is probably much less than 20%. No definite con-
clusions can be reached because of the possibility
of below-threshold resonances and the inaccuracy
of the calculational techniques. " A parameter
which would describe correlations at the nuclear
surface" would be totally undetermined. The qual-
ity of the data and the theoretical understanding of
the annihilation process are not sufficient to war-
rant inclusion of such a parameter.

The energy level of one member of the fine-
structure doublet is affected more by the strong
interaction than the other. The lower state, cor-
responding to the higher-energy transition, is
shifted more, decreasing the fine structure. Be-
cause the relative intensity of the transitions is
determined from the population of the upper levels,
one would expect only a small deviation from in-
tensities calculated with statistical populations.

An easily tested quantity was the fine-structure
splitting. It was varied for the n=7 to n= 6 trans-
ition of p Y, keeping the widths and relative popula-
tions constant. The experimentally determined
fine structure was 1.17 +0.27 keV, to be compared
with the theoretical value of 1.18 keV. This result
does not put any restrictions on the strong-inter-
action potential parameters of Nishimura and Fu-
jita, ~ which allows for relative changes in the
shifts and widths beyond what would be expected
due to different energies and wave functions of the
fine structure levels.

%e cannot reliably extract a "neutron halo" para-
meter as suggested in other work reported earl-
ier" because of apparent uncertainties in the inter-
pretation of the number of charged pions resulting
from p absorption. "

C. Mass of the antiproton a'nd other measurements

In the calculation of the transition energies pre-
sented in Table IV it was assumed that the mass
of the antiproton and proton were identical. How-
ever, it is also possible to adjust the mass of the
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Element
~(x104)

Alp

6Li
7Li
C
Si
P
Fe
Y
Zr
t s

11+13
13.0 + 8.5
5.2 + 4.3

3+ 20
-2.8 + 3.6

6.3 + 4.6
-0.38 + 0.76
—0.94+ 0.77

0.9 + 6.2

TABLE IX. The determination of the antiproton mass
from the measured x-ray energies. Other measure-
ments are listed for comparison. Previous measure-
ments: 938.3 + 0.5 MeV, Ref. 38; 938.30 + 0.13 MeV,
Ref. 39; 938.179 + 0.058 MeV, Ref. 40.

Target

Fe

ILRtZr

Measured
energy
(keV)

125.883 + 0.052
156.193+ 0.061
159.340+ 0.055
211.71 + 0.13
226.317+ 0.077
231.93 + 0.12
231.61 + 0.17

Tentative
identification

(excited states of)

5Mn (125.9+ 0.1)
5 Mn (156.9+ 1.0)
4 Ti (158.8+ 0.5)
+Mn (212 + 1)

(226.2 + 0.1)
(231.69 y 0.10)

Sr (231.69 + 0.10)

~The energies are taken from the Nuclear Data tables.

TABLE X. Nuclear y rays that were observed in asso-
ciation with a p stop signature for the various targets
listed.

Average
p mass
p mass

938.229 + 0.049 MeU
938.2796 + 0.0027 MeV~

-0.54 + 0.52
and Hufner ' have made an order-of-magnitude
estimate of the energy shift hE&, due to anti-
proton polarization,

Review of particle properties, Phys. Lett. 50B, 1
(1974).

(26)

antiproton to give the best fit to the measured
transition energies. Because the transition ener-
gies E are directly proportional to the reduced
mass p. of.the p-nucleus system, the required ad-
justment mould be

4m~ ~m 4p, ~m 4E
(26)rn- p, p, p, E

Only those transitions unshifted by the strong
interaction were used." Table IX gives the ratio
nm-/m for each of the targets. The resulting p
mass is within 1 standard deviation of the proton
mass. Also presented in Table IX are three earl-
ier"~0 determinations of the p mass based on p-
atom measurements.

The present measurement for the p mass de-
pends primarily on the p Y and p Zr data. The
uncertainty in the x-ray energies of the "Se source
made a substantial contribution to the errors in
the Zr x-ray transition energies. The energies
of the two important "Se source lines used for
the determination of the p mass from the Zr data
are4' 136.000 +0.005 keV and 264.651+ 0.008 keV.
A change of these energies by more than one stan-
dard deviation would have a substantial effect. On
the other hand, a correspondingly large shift in the
energies of '~Ta lines would not change the p mass
measurement obtained from the Y data.

In the calculation of the electromagnetic ener-
gies, we assumed that the antiproton had a point-
like structure. However, the antiproton is polar-
ized by the large electric field produced by the
nucleus at distances characteristic of radii of the
lower-lying antiprotonic atom levels. Ericson

where ~» is the nuclear polarization contribution
to the electromagnetic energy. This estimate in-
creases the n = 7 to n = 6 p Zr and p Y transition en-
ergies by 2 eV and the n =8 to n= 7 transitions by
less than 1 eV. If the n=8 to n=7 transition ener-
gies were used to determine the antiproton polar-
izability (with n =9 to n= 8 transitions as reference
points), the result would have the opposite sign of
the Ericson and Hufner42 estimate, but would in-
clude their value within the error.

The spectra accumulated during data runs con-
tained several p stop-associated photon peaks
which could not be identified as p atomic x rays,
pionic atom x rays, electronic x rays, or source
lines which were electronically misrouted. These
peaks mere identified as prompt nuclear y rays.
In Table X are listed the targets, the energies
measured, and the tentative identification of these
x-ray lines. Wiegand and Godfrey" also have ob-
served the nuclear y rays from "Mn and 4'Ti in
K "Fe spectra.

Finally, we wish to report that during the ac-
cumulation of the p P data, we obtained enough
statistics to determine the energy and the strong
interaction width of the pionic phosphorus n=3 to
n= 2 transition:

E,(3 —2) =116.79 +0.08 keV,

F,(2p) =0.31 +0.11 keV.

These values are consistent with those reported
previously by Baekenstoss. 44

We thank the AGS staff at Brookhaven National
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